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Nine Court Members Announced

I

The nine 1960 HomecomCourt members were
hosen in the election Monay by 411 students.
THE THREE SENIORS.
ne of whom will be Queen,
re: Bette Kay Marshall,
at Pavelka and Gail Parjn. The junior princesses
re Marycrest roommates
ulie Codd and Rosemary
ellison. Sophomores Judy
a v 1s o n and Mary Lee
/alsh and freshmen Peggy
ibb and Colleen Cashen
implete the final court.
Court members will meet toig

12:10 p.m. in the Chiefdn banquet room, said Roseary Jellison, court chairman
r Homecoming.
THE COURT'S schedule for
next week includes individual
pictures, group publicity shots
and ball gown fittings. The
first public appearance of the
Court will be Dec. 2 at the Pep
Rally and Parade.
Most of theCourt's activities
will be during the Jan. 30 to
Feb. 6 Homecoming Week.
They will be introduced at the
Jan. 30 Alumni Luncheon at
the Olympic Hotel and the
basketball game against St.
Mary's that night. The Court
will be presented at the student
Coronation Ball on Feb. 4 and
again at the Feb. 6 alumni
ly at

COURT PICTURES will be
displayed in the windows of
several downtown department
stores and the girls will be
guests on several local TV pro-

BETTEKAY MARSHALL

JULIE
CODD

ROSEMARY
JELLISON

GAIL PARSON

JUDY
PAULSON

PAT PAVELKA

MARY LEE
WALSH

COLLEEN
CASHKN

PEGGY
DIBB

Raccoon Coats Aired
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY For Pep Club Dance
Spectator

The S.U. Pep Club will pre- Nancy Bilafer, Frank Buono,

"Roaring Twenties," a
mixer reminiscent of raccoon
coats, flapper girls and prohibition, Dec. 4 from 9 p.m. to midnight in the gymnasium.
Co-chairmen Linda Duni and
Jim Scott report that there will
be quartet and Charleston contests. Applications for the contests may be picked up in the
ASSU office.
Five quartets have already
signed up but there is still
room for many more. The quartets are: Jack Hill, Tom Hill,
John Conger and Carl Dehner;
Sam Brown, Jack Monrean,
Jerry Starksen and JimNagle;
sent
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Bill Muncey to Emcee
For Pep Rally, Dec. 2
Bill Muncey, hydroplane driver and local radio personality, will be master of ceremonies for the annual Pep
Rally Dec. 2. The rally will follow the parade and will
be at Ivar's on Broadway from 7 to 9 p.m.
Muncey is the driver of the Miss Thriftway and
Thriftway Too hydroplanes and has a daily record show
on Radio KING.
mayor;Mr.Lewis Magrini,ediTHE PARADE will organize tor of the
Capitol Hill Times;

outside the Chieftain and proceed north on 11th Avenue to
Pine Street, west on Pine to
Broadway, thence north to
Ivar's at Thomas Street.
Col. Garnett Wilson will be
grand parade marshal.
Featured guests will be Miss
Washington, Sharon Vaughn;
Seafair Queen, Diane Gray;
and Miss Capitol Hill, Carol
Jane Moore.

and Mr. and Mrs. RalphMalone
of Westside Ford.
PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS are Pep Club; 2nd,
3rd, 4th and sth floors of
Marycrest ; Bordeaux and
McHugh Halls; Town Girls;
Spurs;A Phi O pledge class;
IK's;Young Democrats;Young
Republicans; North End Town
Girls; ROTC and ROTC drill
team; ASSU and AWS.
KING NEPTUNE (Joseph
Co-chairmen Sonny Norris
Gandy) will be present with and Keith Grady urge all orpirates
and band.
the Seafair
ganizations to turn their paOther guests will be the Very rade forms in to the ASSU ofRev. A. A. Lemieux, S. J., Fr. fice today.
Robert J. Rebhahn, S. J., John
andEd O'Brien and Vince CazComprehensive Dec.4
zetta.
The Senior Comprehensive
THE BASKETBALL TEAM
and Homecoming court will be Examination in Scholastic
Philosophy will be given Friintroduced.
day, Dec. 4 at 1 p.m. in the
judges
are
Mr.
Erwin
iloat
D. Fradenburg, Capitol Hill Pigott Auditorium.

Activities CalendarHolidays!i

Nov. 26-27
Dec. 2
Dec.3
Dec.4

Dec.4

Thanksgiving
Pep Rally
S.U.-Utah State game;
Philosophy comprehensive,
Pep Club dancei

'

No.8

'Who's Who Out
The 1959 Who's Who will be
on sale in the Chieftain this
week and all next week for 25
cents, according to Cliff Fouty,

publicity director of the I.K.'s.
The editor this year is Gerald
Smith, a senior from Tacoma.
The booklet is an annual service of the I.K.'s.

Dick Gilroy,John Curran; Colleen Cashen, Linda Matriotti,
Pat Murphy and Sue Etchey;
Andy Mirkovieh, Bill Seubert,
John Waggett and Jim Har-

Music for the dance will be
provided by the band from
Shakey's Pizza Parlor.
Those organizing the dance
are:KathyLeahyand Vie Reynolds, arrangements, Bettylu
Kirstein,publicity;PeggyDibb
and Diane Pezella, decorations ;
Julie Driscoll and Sue Galarneau, tickets; and Flo Detret,
Charleston.

Collegelite:

Thirty S.U. Seniors Included
In Annual College 'Who's Who'

The names of thirty S.U. seniors chosen to "Who's Who Among Students in
American Colleges and Universities" were
released to The Spectator this week. The
announcement was made by Fr. Robert J.
Rebhahn, S.J., dean of students.
THOSE CHOSEN, their majors and
home towns are: Frances Abrams, office
management, Seattle; Charlotte Belmont,
general C&F, Seattle; Sam Brown, premed, Seattle; William Christensen, electrical engineering, Idaho Falls, Idaho;
Robert Coombs, history, Seattle; GailDelworth, English, Long Beach, Calif.; Larry
Donohue,pre-med, Tacoma; Donald Doub,
English, San Francisco.
ELISSA EBERHART, language arts
(education), San Anselmo, Calif.; John
Edwards,C&F, Seattle; Robert Espinosa,
electrical engineering, Bellevue; Frances
Farrell, English, Sacramento; James Fendrich, sociology, Seattle; Arlene Foort,
English, Seattle; Ronald Gallucci, premed, Tacoma; Anne Gribbon, language

arts (education), Seattle.
DOREEN HOPKINS, marketing, Riverside, Calif.; Mary Kohls, nursing, Yakima; Bette Kay Marshall, social studies
(education), Millbrae, Calif.; Lawrence

McKibben, industrial relations, Seattle;
Maureen McMenamin, language arts (education), Tacoma; David Moore, political
science, Seattle; Barbara Novak, nursing,
Richmond Beach, Wash.; Jacqueline Paolucci, English, Seattle; Patricia Pavelka,
history (education), Van Nuys, Calif.;
Donald Phelps, social studies (education),
Seattle.
DIANE RUSSELL, social studies (education), Aberdeen, Wash.; Anthony Simhauser, industrial relations, Los Angeles;
Frank Vitulli, marketing, Woodinville,
Wash.; Daniel Zimsen, mechanical engineering, Tacoma.
Candidates were chosen by members
of the administration,faculty and student
leaders. Final approval was given by the
publishers of the "Who's Who" in Tuscaloosa, Ala.
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Mary Barnhart
Reigns for LX.'s

TWO MEMBERS OF THE A PHI O pledge class stand by
one of 25 baskets of food which will be delivered to needy
families in the Seattle area. Drive chairman Ned Flohr
(right), with Jerry Flynn said that the class, with the
publicity help of KOL Radio, had "one of the most successful food campaigns ever held on campus." The food
and money will be donated to families recommended by
Seattle welfare agencies.

Junior Sisters Rise Early;
Find Days Full, Rewarding

Mary Louise Barnhart, a
freshman educationmajor from
By SISTER VINCENTA
Seattle, was crowned IK SweetTwenty-four hours can often be too long or too
heart for 1959-'6O at the
group's annual coronation ball short, but, in the life of a junior sister on the S.U. camNov. 21.
pus, they are always filled. Besides her duties of attendMARY'S PRINCESSES in- ing
classes and of study, a sister has other activities
cluded Barbara Bruce, also a
Seattle resident, and Terry which round out her day.
RISING EARLY to "bless the Lord" sometimes finds a
Connolly from Spokane.
Honored guests at the dance, junior sister sleepy-eyed, nevertheless she is glad for Mass and
held at the Lake Wilderness meditationwhich renew her spiritual strength at the beginning
Lodge, were Fr. WilliamJ. Gill, of each day. All her spiritual exercises, from the Divine Office
S.J., and Fr. Robert J. Reb- to the special instructions given her by the junioriate superior
hahn, S.J., moderators; and enrich her life as a sister dedicated to Christ.
Gordon Chester, Royal King
A sister soon finds that action can be prayer, also. After
from the University of Idaho. a quick breakfast, she drives off for a busy morning of classes
THE STARDUSTERS of and labs at the University. The travel time is spent in prayer
Enumclaw furnished music for or study or in just plain relaxation.
BY AFTERNOON she is back at the junioriate house where
the evening.
dust or dishes awaither attention.As all educated women should,
she is learning the practical arts of housekeeping and cooking,
Freshman Town Girls as
well as academic theories. Later, if weather permits, there
Asked to Meet Today is time for a game, a quick bicycle ride, or a short walk before
A meeting for all freshman supper.
The laughter and chatter of evening recreation are always
Town Girls will be today at
12:30 p.m. in Pigott Auditor- welcome. Waltzes and polkas set feet a-dancing, while for the
less ambitious there are cards or hobbies to work on. Occasionium.
The meeting will last ap- ally a discussion of current affairs or interests is opened and
proximately fifteen minutes, divergent opinions animate the conversation. After an hour,
according to Rosemary Bel- refreshed by the company of her religious family, the sister
mcnt and Mary Lee Walsh, returns to study.
As she sets out her books and notes, memories of last sumAWS committee chairmen.
mer's picnics distract the sister for a moment, but she quickly
returns to the present, for exams and term papers must be prepared. This is her apostolate now, assimilating an education
for herself that she may more readily give it to others.

The SPECTATOR S.U. Students to Present
Play
Television
Christmas
will be presented
in the Village
Official publication of the Asso-

ciated Students of Seattle University. Published weekly on Fridays
during the school year. Editorial

and business offices at Student
Union Building. 11th and Spring
St.. Seattle 22, Wash. Subscription
rates, $2.50 per year. Entered as
third class matter.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

GRAND OPENING

Square"
"Christmas
by a cast of S.U. students over KOMO-TV the first week
of December, according to Mrs. Mary Egan, the play's
STUDENTS taking part in
director
the play are : Josephat and

WALLI ZIMMERMAN
Milt Furness
Managing Editor
Jim Harnish
News Editor
Business Manager..DeDe Hopkins
Lori Mills
Feature Editor
Jerry Hubbard
S.U. has received a grant of
Sports Editor
Asst. Sports Editor..Gene Esquivel $75,300 from the National SciEditorial Adviser Gail Delworth
Advertising Manager .. Bob Byrne ence Foundation for support of
Exchange Editor, KarenBaehelder
a Summer Institute for High
Ed Chow
Photography
School
Teachers of Science and
Ron Ibsen, Doug Sylvester
Artists
tiael Kafferty Mathematics.
Bob Gallagher
THIS INSTITUTE, under the
Staff: Bob Mackin, Larry Faulk,
Jerry Lavell, Alan Howes. Ed
direction of Fr. Ernest Bertin,
Pearsall, Judy King, John Morse,
S. J., of the Department of
Mary Lou Kubick, Pat Monahan,
Ardyce
Rooney,
Ed Chemistry, will begin on June
Sue Etchey,
20, 1960 and will run for eight
Chow, Carrie Berg, Ann O'Sullivan, Vinna Leahy, Joe Demo, weeks. It will deal with the
chemistry, physics
Joe Pharmer, Susan Gwinn Bar- subjects of
and
mathematics.
McGreevy,
bara May, Helen
Sandy Waters, Judy Veigel,
THE PRIMARY object for
Marion Kelly, C. J. Michaelson,
participants will be
selectionof
Mary Kay Bopp, Pat Stoker,
the capacity of the applicant
Jean Arsenault, Jan Kelly. Jan
to develop as a teacher and to
Gunville, Jean Merlino, Sister
profit from the program.
Vincenta.

Summer Institute
Receives Grant

—
Look Your Best Be Well Pressed

Wednesday, November 25
Gay Nineties Atmosphere

1890 Bistro

Joseph, Ken Alexander; Mercedes and Mary, Pat Pederson;
Melchior, Carl Forsberg; the
shepherd and the angel, John
Conger; Sara, Patricia Mc-

BLUE BANJO

Nulty.

Seattle's Longest and Most Beautiful Bar
Restored by Two S.U. Students

"Christmas in t h e Village
Square" is the story of the
gypsies' portrayal of Christmas. The play begins with the
Annunciation and proceeds until the oldest gypsy presents
his gifts of gold, frankincense
and myrrh to the newborn
Christ.
PAT PEDERSON and John
Conger will sing Christmas
hymns and Andy Mirkovich
will providebackground music.
Frieda Hattrup and Virginia
White are in charge of costumes. Fr. Fred Harrison, S.J.,
is moderator.

featuring

JIVE DIXIEAND MUSIC
by Top

Northwest Dixieland Bands
Across from the Totem Pole
in Pioneer Square

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL
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Easy to Find Just Across the Street!
FACULTY and STUDENT DISCOUNTS
EA 4-4112
1000 E. Madison
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That time is here again
out the skis and head for the hills.
4
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Better check the equipment, see
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what's worn out or out-of-date!
Come in and talk over your needs
f$M
with our staff of experienced skiRUSS BUTTERFIELD
ers. We have the best available
Ski Instructor
equipment in all price ranges. We
ssortsP orts Center M*'take trades, too, on skis and boots,
and have some used equipment. You'll feel better, ski better
in good equipment. Come in and get acquainted!
A & T, Head. Hart, Dynamic, Koflach, Raichle, Roffee
For snow reports, dial LA 4-RUSS (LA 5-7877)
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SPORTS CENTER

AT BURNS & CARMICHAEL
3030 East 45th

LA 4-2300
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The best tobacco makes the best smoke!
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J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winiton-Silem, N. C.
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Three Groups Organized Junior Class
Plans Prom
Within C.N. Committee
committee
within the CNCCS
Three sub-committees
of the ASSU have been set up recently, according to Sam
Brown, ASSU president. The new groups were organized
after the Catholic Colleges of the Northwest Congress
meeting in Helena last month.
The sub committees have begun work on the Commission
designated
as literary, lit- Project, "Inter-club Relationbeen
ships and Evaluation." The
Great
Falls.
urgy and
each
THE LITERARY GROUP project is one in whichgather
will investigate the possibilities of submitting student literary works to be read by all
colleges of the Confederation
of Northwest Catholic College
Students, Brown said.
The liturgy committee will
attempt to foster more active
participation in the daily noon
Mass. If research proves the
changes feasible and are approved, Brown said, the congregation will participate in
the Dialogue Mass and sing
appropriate hymns.
In order to assist the new
Great Falls College another
committee was set up to compile a list of S.U. student programs.
"WE HOPE THAT by this
means we will be able to improve their campus," Brown
said.
The C.N. committeehas also

college undertakes to
material for a written report
to all the other member
schools.
THE WORK IS DONE in
four phases:A questionnaireis
sent to other universities; interviews are held with club
presidents, moderators and
members; faculty members are
interviewed for their views on
campus clubs; and library research is carried out to ascertain the objectives and views
ot -a.io.us types of organizatij/i.J.

.

The Junior Class under President Mike Albrecht has announced co-chairmen for the
Junior Prom to be held in May.
Taking care of arrangements
is Dick Gilroy, to be assisted
by Chuck Schmitz, ASSU 2nd
vice-president.

IN CHARGE of decorations
are Agnes Kelly and Frank
Buono. Publicity is being
handled by Lee Eberhardt and
Mike Doyle. Mary Beth Harrison and Judy Kramer are
program co-chairmen.
Sophomores Judy Paulson
and Tom Kearns are arranging
Wright from Bainbridge
for guests and chaperones. It SINGERS Mr. and Mrs. David
Island
are
seen
with
Fr.
James
B. McGoldrick, S.J., duris felt that this new innovation
ing
party
his
annual
Christmas
held Friday evening.
will facilitate planning for the
future junior class.
On Channel 9:

N OPEN MEETING will
be held for the purpose of acquainting all interested in inter-university relations and
other programs of the C.N.
committeeDec. 1. The meeting
Announcements of student
will be at 12:45 p.m. in the
Conference Room, second floor activities will be made over the
of the Chieftain.
Chieftain music system, Leo
McGavick said this week. McGavick and Carl Forsberg are
pre-taping the "show" which is
tentatively scheduled to start

McGavick, Forsberg
To Announce in Chief

GIL'S HAMBURGERS

1001 E. PINE
Gil's first in Seattle with 19c Hamburgers

24c Cheeseburgers
BEVERAGES PIZZA FISH & FRIES
And Now Featuring Colonel Sanders' Recipe

-

-

Kentucky Fried Chicken

"BOWLING"

today.

THE ANNOUNCEMENTS
will be made every half hour,
at fifteen minutes before and
after the hour from 11:15 a.m.
to 1:15 p.m.
HE ADDED that club messages should be written out and
given to him or Forsberg.They
mayalso be submitted to Larry
Donohue or Jim Nagle in the
ASSU office.

TV Courses Planned
By Divoky, Fr. O'Brien
Two television courses will be presented winter
quarter on Channel 9, KCTS-TV by the S.U. Department
of Educational Television.
Fr. Thomas L. O Bnen, will moderate the course,

Legislators to Talk
At Joint Meeting
Two state Senators will be
guests at a joint meeting of
the Young Republicans, Young

Democrats and Model United
Nations. The open meeting will
be Monday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Chieftain Lounge, according to
Dave Moore, president of the
YR's.
The guests are Republican
Senator Evans and Democratic
Senator Dore.

RAINIER

"Growth of Ideas," which will
be presented by the students
of the Honors Program at S.U.
This program will be seen from
8 to 8:30 p.m., every Tuesday
and Thursday between Jan. 5
and March 8. This will be a
non-credit course.
Mr. Charles Dlvoky will ofer a course, "Development of
Economic Thought." at 8:30 to
J p.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays beginning
Jan. 6 and ending March 16.
legislation for this class is
Jan. 8 and 9 in the Late Afternoon and Evening Classes Of"ice. The cost is $37.50 plus
rees.

St. Martin's Chorus
To Appear in Seattle

ML.

f^J

St. Martin's Men's Chorus
will present a varied program
of song at 7 p.m. Sunday in St.
Catherine's Parish School Au>
ditorium, 85th and Bth N.E.
Mrs. Paul Raney, publicity
chairmanfor theMothers' Club
who will sponsor the event, said
that tickets will be 75c for
adults and 50c for teenagers.
Fr. Eugene Kellenbenz,
0.5.8., directs the chorus.

LANES

2901 27th S.

"Half block south of Sicks Stadium"

Seattle's Famous Continental

j!|s?jk

MfIISON BLANC

I

Compliments

UP IN THE

Ifrft

I

Friend

J
Financial planning have you
hanging by a string?

——

Special Banquet Prices
$3.75
Complete Dinners
Daily Specials
95c
CONTINENTAL CUISINE

<ff>lRATHSK LE^Ty^
EL

Unique German Rathskellar
310. Marion

MA 3-3500

They kept warning me this would
happen if I
didn't think of some super
way to describe that absolutely unique
good taste of Coca-Cola. So who's a
Shakespeare? So no ad
that's bad!
But, there's always Coke
and that's good!

jltlßflfch.

VsS^l^L^M
TCsgSigfiw

...
...

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

The Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

A life insurance program started
while you're still in college is a
good way to begin. And now is
the time to look into it— while you
are insurable and can gain by
lower premiums.
Your Provident Mutual campus
representativeis well qualified to
discuss with you a variety of
plans which can be tailored to
your individualneeds.

MIKE BUCKLEY
1101 E. Spring
EA 3-4968

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia

...Thanks
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A College Student Gives

Editorial:

They Cry "Freedom

. ..

Sixteen of our prominent colleges and universities
clamorously cried out for "freedom" last week. Their cry
showed an unmistakable ignorance of what "freedom"
really is.
Yale, Harvard and 14 other institutions turned back
Federal Government funds running into the hundreds of
thousands of dollars. Why? They felt their students
should not be asked to take an oath against groups who
advocate overthrowing the U.S. Government by force or
violence.
A. WHITNEY GRISWOLD, Yale president, said the
loyalty affidavit "is contrary to the classic principles of
our colleges and universities." Just what are your "classic principles," Mr. Griswold? Nathan M. Pusey of Harvard called it an "affidavit of disbelief."
Let's take a look at this abhorrent oath. It requires
a student applying for a loan (with the Government furndo not believe in, and am
ishing the $$) to swear: "...I
any organization
support
not a member of and do not
teaches,
in
or
the
overthrow
of the United
that believes
States Government by force or violence or by any illegal
or unconstitutional methods."
WOULD IT BURDEN your conscience to sign such
an oath? Would you feel it was infringing on your freedom?
We are guaranteed freedom by our Constitution.
These influential college leaders are seemingly favoring
the freedom to —throw out that which already gives us
freedom legally the Constitution of the United States.
The statements from these highly-endowed universities prompted our own neighboring school to call the
affidavit "a kind of window-dressing," "a holy, holy attempt."
PERHAPS OUR UNIVERSITIES, which people politely call "the centers of intellectual thought," should
think a little more about freedom, do a little more flagwaving.
We are no Harvard or Yale. As long as they continue
to slight ttoe Constitution, we're glad we're not.

There Is Nothing Like A Man
Say Interested College Women
his date."
By JUDY KING
A guy is a guy wherever
but a college
he may be
guy seems to 'be something a
little out of the "ordinary"category, according to college
girls. Consequently, the gals
expect more of their deep
thinking contemporaries.

...

THE "GIRLS" are insistent

on the use of the term "man"
when referring to male students. Other little odds and
ends they seemed to list under
the "Required Qualifications"
category are incidentals like
intelligence, manners, and
dress ("they should at least
look as if they had made the
effort in the morning!").
Sheila Howe, sophomore
"I expect good manners from
a college man and at least
some idea of what he plans for
the evening. He should be able
to talk about more than one
subject and have some consideration for what the girl likes
to talk about and do."

—

—

...

...

CABIN PAXTON, freshman
"I expect my date to act
like he is in college and get
off the high school kick. He
should be suitably dressed and

By LORI MILLS
The
The first big welcome home
worry what to do with the house guest so
generously invited home to share their
thanks
A time for undergraduates to
tell inflated tales to neighborhood high
schoolers concerning college
Could be
a brief interval in the active life of those
who are always busy
A time for cranberry growers to shudder, or bicarbonate
dealers to pile in their well-earned loot.
THANKSGIV ING MEANS active
adrenalin to turkeys and maybe the simplicity of a grey-haired grandmother
bending over old fashioned pumpkin pies
just aiming to please her college
grandson. Or it may be the first date
with the newly found boy next door
A picture of dad with his shoes off fum"Well, how goes it
bling for a match

...

...

...

—

..

.. .

.

son?"
Little kids show off their school projects to big brother and sister who have
been away at college
learning. A
linen table cloth, polished silver, dripless
candles and a spotless white shirt and tie,
it all adds to Thanksgiving.
WHY NOT MERELY a vacation
a
period to catch up on papers? No class
only the inevitable tension until finals.
Now a quiet campus
Three hundred and thirty-eight years
years ago Americans gave humble thanks
for the alleviation of hunger and thirst "
thanks for a new-found country. What is
this day to us?
Thanksgiving is dinner
is there a "thanks"
more
dressing please
thanks. Well, you
know
To a few, nothing
to many,
Home
and a real thanks.

.. .

......

.

...
. ..

...

...
. ..

..

.. .

...

DUAL FILTER
DOES IT!
It filters as gFT]
no single filter can 11 IJ

188

for mild, full flavor!

.

be attentive to
Rosemary Jellison, junior
"A college man should be an
"interested" person. There is
a lot of difference between being interesting and interested.
He should be socially at ease
and fairly intelligent. Also, he
you
should act his age
don't expect to baby-sit on a

..

.. .

date."
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MAXINEORTMEIER,
freshman
"I expect col-

legeboys to be themselves and
to be courteous at all times.
They should be someone to respect and look up to."
"I
Beth Hoessly, junior
appreciate the desire to learn
in a college student. It isn't
how many years of college he's
had, but how he uses what he's
learned in conversation
how well versed he is. Ialso
like a man who has a great
deal of respect for his parents,
especially his mother."

...

...
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-
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Margaret Rohrer, sophomore
...
"I look for manners, respect, and attention toward his
date .. . that is, the man who
more or less takes care of you
and isn't just worried about

having a good time himself."

LUIGI'S PIZZA

HERE'S HOW THE DUAL FILTER DOES IT:

1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL.t.defi;

SPECIALIST IN ITALIAN FOOD

...

pitelv proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the

orders to go
718 PIKE STREET

MA 4-6313

real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

flJhreyton
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"Balloon Dogs" Delight Fancy Of Tots

Call Me 'Mac':

Rosemary McAuliffe
Returns to Campus

By

SUE HACKETT
There was a knock on my
door. Naturally Ihollered,
"Come in!" In walked a gal
selling Pep Club cards. She
was about medium height, with
a short pixie hairdo, wearing
By

jeans and grinning cheerfully.

"under the direction
of Miss Dingfield, the ward
serves a two-fold purpose.
First, it provides a recreational
outlet for the patients and, seconly, it is a center for therapy
exercise.
S.U.s Sodalists invade this
fanciful world once a week, to
acquaint themselves with the
children. An afternoon's visit
may find them encouraging
the children, aging from 5 to
14, in their individual attempts
at skill in crafts, painting,ceramics or map work.

SHE INTRODUCED herself
—
as Rosemary McAuliffe but
she said to "Call me Mac." She
sat —down and gave me the old
line you know, the one about
Pep Club cards.
Ibought a Pep Club card
and Mac got the third degree.

A LITTLEMORE than a year
ago, on Oct. 4, 1958, Rosemary
McAuliffe, a freshman at S.U.,
was in an automobile accident.
The car in which she was riding went off the Snoqualmie
Pass road, 17 miles east of
North Bend at the west end of
the Denny Creek Bridge. The
car, a 1958 red MG roadster,
was apparently traveling at
too high a speed to make the
turn at the end of the bridge
"and went out of controlfor 511
feet before careening into a
ravine in the side of the road.
The car hit a tree and Rosemary was thrown out.The tree
fell on her, causing serious internal injuries including sevand ribs,
eral broken vertebrae
a broken shoulder blade, concussion and laceration of the
scalp.

THESE
— ARE the vital statistics taken from last year's
Oct. 4 issue of the Spectator.
The vital statistics todayMac is a freshman, again en-

ARDYCE ROONEY

Toyland, for the most part,
remains but a dream in the
heart of a child. But for children in the Orthopedic Hospital a toyland really exists.
Each afternoon, the occupational therapy ward comes
alive with merrymaking. Lifelike toys from doll houses to
king-sized giraffes await the
magical touch of a small child.

"MAC" IS BACK
A year ago the doctors said
she would be crippled for life
because of the way her
— back
was broken. Not Mac she's
back at
— her favorite pastimesports whether it be tennis,
golf, bowling, or swimming.
This gal is an athlete. She was
a water safety instructor and
won first place in the high
school division King County
district tennis meet a year and
a half ago. Mac has a lot of
get-up-and-go. Her enthusiasm
for life shows when you talk
to her.

TO THE DELIGHT of the

children, Carl Forsberg, committee chairman, and his mem-

bers pre-plan surprise programs. A balloon-making project soon becomes a group ef-

TOTS LISTEN to tale of balloon dogs from Joan Pearce
and Carl Forsberg.
fort, resulting in

By Judy

—

—

SAID SHE, complimenting
S.U. students on their thoughttiAnem, "Whe»
Ttes In:the
TO HER FRIENDS she is hospital "the kids came up to
and wrote letters.Clubs
the life of any party, but she see meflowers
and cards. It
says at the moment she's sent
"making like I'm not— taking meant a lot since Iwas away
from school and all."
it easy."

BUT THIS ISN'T "any group of college students."
Fragments of the discussion br^ak the
austerity of the somber room;
"mo-

Going Home for Christmas?

THE SIGN on the door reads, Honors
Seminar.
The Honors course was introduced at
S.U. a year ago October by Fr. Thomas
L. O'Brien, S.J., and the number of participating students has risen from 12 to
35. These students are chosen for their
exceptional abilities. Consequently, they
either get an A in their work or are asked
to withdraw. They receive 8 quarter
hours of credit for two-hour meetings atMonday,
tended three times weekly
Wednesday and Friday.

»

Reserve Now!
through the

CHIEFTAIN TRAVEL AGENT
No service charge.
Free Campus Ticket Delivery
CALL MARY NORTH TRAVEL SERVICE
WE 5-7900
3701 W. Alaska

Few seats are left.

...
...

Hamburgers

A

-ffl&

""

-

A

.

y1 1

..

CO.
19c

24c
"Town's Best" Fries .lie
Hand Dipped Malts 21c
Cold Drinks (12 oz.) 10c
19c
Sundaes
Cheeseburgers

LOADS OF PARKING

..... .. .

THE MURMUR of voices ceases as
the door opens and Fr. O'Brien enters the
room. The prayer is said and a hush of
expectancy follows the scrape of chairs.

PICK'S DRIVE-IN
INSTANT SERVICE

.

dern biological thought
little too
graphic
strictly ad lib
real solupre-supposed assumption
tion
."

—

ROUND UP THE GANG
and Head On Down
to

2 a.m.
On Broadway Between Denny and Olive Way
On East 45th at Ist N.E. (University Way)

—-

CATHOLIC GIFT
iir a r>/-\i i

n-rrnr

i
ItKb
HfcAUCJUAK
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1904 FOURTH AYE.
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"Open your book to 'Republic,' page
214." The session begins. "Do you thirtk
Socrates is a skeptic?"

THE BASIS of the Honors course is.-a'
question mark. The course is primarily
designed to provoke thought to pose a
question rather than give an answer. The
necessary ingredient for a prospective
member is? intellectual;-,curiosity*: Fr.
O'Brien- summarized it by saying: f'The
student should be learning to read, to
write, to listen, to think, to correlate."
Each week each student is expected to
prepare a written statement of an idea
which bridges the gap between the matter under discussion and his own major
interest. The teacher sees each student
for one-half hour each
— week, to discuss
his written offering correct it, challenge
it, suggest further developments in light
of what is to come. The examinations
are oral and given by faculty members
specializing in the topic the student has
prepared to explain and defend.
THE FINAL RESULT, for the student,
was expressed by Fr. William Weller, S.J.,
who conducts one of the two groups of
Seminar students: "The Honors student
learns how to learn without a teacher >
the most important goal of a college student and the greatest asset for the person
who wants to become a full human being
by living life in its deepest depths."

—

—
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On'y 28 more dciys left in the
MORRIS Motorola Portable T v pack sewm9 contest
h
where can I get some more
philip morris,
■ marlboro,
mayfield or
iparliament,
packs? HEYi ! ,ost forALPINE
M
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off with 5
bonus points. Contest ends Dec.
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the Amazing PERMAC
First in Seattle
Dry CleaningMachine

MASTER CLEANERS
.^w^jc^j.—v-v

Sodality schedule.
To both the children and the
Sodalists, the toyland meeting
serves as a reminder that
some dreams do come true!

Exciting
Experience In Learning
' Basis ofProves
Honor Course
'Question Mark
King

The conversation filtering through
the "intellectual air" is punctuated by
bursts of laughter. The faces around the
ONE IRONIC statement
huge mahogany
are animated and
— thetable
Mac, when asked to what she
of any group of
enthusiastic
faces
rapid
recovery and
owes her
engrossed
in their favorcollege
students
present good health, said, "It
just happened that way."
ite pastime talking

rolled at S.U., living at Marycrest, and studying^)re-med.

multicolored

animals." Long-rangeprograms
for- entertainment including
songfests, puppet shows and a
Christmas project, are on the

Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty
KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
MAin 4-6636
1209 MADISON

/
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Rain Delays Kegler Barbara Larson
GolfTourney Voted Athlete of Week
Many rounds of the DivotDiggers' Best-Ball and individual Tournaments had to be
postponed until a later date because of poor weather. A couple of the boys did, however,
brave the storms and trudged
out to the golf course to play
their matches.
BILLY WARN E R, last
year's No. 1 player, squared
off with home town rival Larry
Lee. Lee, who last year won
BROOMBALL TO YOU! The growling Chieftain broom- the U.S.G.A. National Juniors,
Sfers r.re front row (from left): Jim Nagle,Sam Brown, is rated as one of the finest
Back golfers in the Northwest. ExChucJl Schmitz, Bob Anderson and Larry Donohue.FendBeaunaux,
Jim
perience proved to be the vicNystrom,
John
Ed
left):
row i.rom
tor as Warner defeated Lee
rich, end coach-trainer Tom Shaules.
handily with a 4 and 3 win.
In other matches: Bryon
Away All Brooms!
Copp defeated Bob Johnson 4
and 3, Pete Carlozzi defeated
Don Fuda 1 up on the 19th,
Dave Uhlman defeatedBob KoBy (iEN'E ESQUIVEL
zen 4 and 3, Gary Galbreath
■
Volteyballa replaced pucks in between periods of the Van- downed Ron McDougall 5 and
couvt"-Seattle hockey game Sunday night as S.U. battled to 4, and Deßoss Kinkade edged
a 1-1 Cor 6-6) tie with thy University of Washington in a broomJoe Uhlman 1up.
ball fri v at theCivic Ice Arena.
each
school
officers
of
body
and
class
THLE STUDKXT
TWO OTHER matches are
com;»ji-ed the teams which played abbreviated periods for the
to be completed by
scheduled
Championship.
Collegifite Broomball
in sweat suits and basketball uniof
this week to wind
Chiefs
were
clad
the
end
The
—
—
form* in that order while donning maroon "S.U." beanies. up the Ist round of the indivTwo oi the more ingenious Chieftains wore leotards (pink and idual tourney. Pat Molitor will
fire-engine red).
O'Neill and Eddie
The Chiefs played to a scoreless tie in the first period of meet Pat
play. Four times S.U. penetrated deep into Husky territory, Pearsall will tangle with Dave
but we c unable to register any goals.
Robinson.
by em-MM "WIDE BROOM" Nagle made several saves
Turning to the best-ball afploying the use of his special broom. Nagle was voted the fair, only two matches have
feet.
on
his
stay
unlikely
to
player most
whicn been played. The team of Don
The ensuing period saw an evenly-matched contestminute,
Fuda and Bob Johnson downed
Marty -ended in a scoreless stalemate. With less than a
Dave Uhlman and Pat O'Neill,
like
Anderson
made
brooms,"
S.U.s
Bob
all
"away
cry
and a
of
while Don McDougall and Pete
aerial
down
ice
into
the
long
a
Jo'rnm Unitas and unleashed
triumphed over DeCarlozzi
for
sped
goal,
the
waiting hands of Jim Fendrich. Fendrich
Ross
and Dave RobinKiakade
then added the Seattle U. touch, took a dribble with the ball son.
of
both
teams
commembers
goal.
the
The
p.ed
and
into
the confusion,
rr»nced to pile onto Fendrich. In the midst of
COACH PAGE hopes for
Washington tallied with five seconds left in the game. Gary better
weather conditions in
"TH'tJ Betts tossed an overhand set shot from about 15 feet the coming weeks in order to
score.
Washington's
out Ji:
complete the tournaments by
a scene when Nagle squirted
TUBE CROWD delighted toshaving
the end of December and hand
cream.
of "he Husky players with
one
out trophies.
"
plan
entering
profeson
players
SU.
of
the
any
W -ether
question; however, a resional -roomballing, still remains aBrown,
captain, said, "The
match -eems to be in order. Sam
in
their
first mortal comrusty
a
little
were
'.roomers
ASSTJ
they
were
on their feet.
when
was
terrific
bat. "Our defense
The offensive broomers were hustling but at a decided disadvantage in that the imported wild boar bristle brooms were

Slapstick Supreme As S.U.-U.W. Tie

Jamboree In
Volleyball

held up at customs."

Freshman Schedule

Dec. 3
Bee 7
jj
vc

g"

.

U^.' 5
Dec'vj"'
Det" ';9'
Te3l

t'p

jan! 12
Job. It

L "-

Tern T
r, 2
i
on o3""

Jem.I's
ja-i.'.i
TOn""r<
Fefc

Fejj".

■■■■

"V

2...

Fej>. c

Ftr>"
10
pZc ;
j-el

3
15

fJI ;4
24..
P(E
jjjij] 1
jvjm. 4
Ivjajt' 5

M^r

7

Olympic J.C
Everett J.C.
Westside Ford
Skagit Valley J.C
Kirk Pharmacy
Everett J.C
Westside Ford
Olympic J.C
U-W. Frosh
Renton
U.W. Frosh
T.A.C. Athletics
fed. Old Line
Renton
Kirk Pharmacy
Kirk Pharmacy
Skagit Valley J.C
Grays Harbor J.C
Westside Ford
Seattle Pacific J.C
Renton
Grays Harbor J.C
Grays Harbor J.C
Fed. Old Line
Seattle Pacific J.C
T.A.C. Athletics
T.A.C. Athletics

Here
Here

Everett High
Mt. Vernon

Highline High

Everett
Here
~ Bremerton
Here
Henton High
U.W.
Civic Aud.
Here
Civic Aud.
Civic Aud.
Here
Here
Aberdeen
Here
Away

Here
Away
Here
Civic Aud.
Here
Bellarmine High
Civic Aud.

The Seattle University
intramural program is
sponsoring an intramural
volleyball jamboree on
Dec. 7 and 11 from 12:15 to
1:45 p.m. in the gym.
The tournament is open to
S.U. students both men and
women.

MEN'S TEAMS will consist
of six players while women's
teams will have 8 players. All
participants are required to
havegym shoes.
Team rosters must be turned
into Pigott 561, gym, or John
Kootnekoff before 4:30 p.m.
Friday,Dec. 4.
According t o Kootnekoff,
winning teams will challenge
U.W. volleyball teams in the
best of a 5 game series.
N.B. The tournament is also
open to any faculty members
who wish to participate.

Ltd.
Scooters
(Seattle's motorscooter
department store)
Featuring

--

UMBRETTA
TRIUMPH
N.S.U. etc.
Instircce: $32 per year, all ages

Honda- 45Scooters
- 4.5 h.p.
221 rr.p.g.

-

m.p.ri.

$239.00 $55 Dn.
8501 Roosevelt
LA 5-5277 till 8 p.m.

■ atf^^^ m B^^^ri^fT^k

The IGP's moved into first leads in overall averages with
place in team standings after 181. Grace Orchard tops womintramural bo wling action en keglers at 142.
Thursday. The Rock n' Rollers
BARBARA LABSOJ* was
and Hoods held their positions voted the athlete of the week.
place,
second
and
third
reat
For her title, she receives two
spectively.
free dinners at Abruzzi'sPizza
Fr. Robert Rebhahn, S.J., House. Barbara is one of the
tallied the day's high series women bowlers most improved
with 589. Sandy Sturrock and over last year. She is currently
—
Al Smith snared high game sporting a 139 average sechonors at 213. Sturrock still ond highest women's mark.

>^I^/ (Author of "I Was a Teen-ageDwarf, "The Many

Q^

Loves of DobieGillit",etc.)

AMERICAN LITERATURE:
ITS CAUSE AND CURE
Today, as a service to students of American literature, thi3
column presents digests of two classic American novels:
THE SCARLET LETTER
by Nathaniel "Swift//" Hawthorne
This is a heart-rending story of a humMe New England lass
named Hester Prynne who is so poor that she does not have
what to eat nor a roof to cover her head. But she is a brave,
brawny girl and she never complains, and by and by her %^
patienceis rewarded:in the summer of LSS9 she wins a football
scholarship to Alabama.
Hard-working Hester soon wins her letter and everyone says
she is a shoo-in for All-Conference honors, hut along comes the
War Between the States and football, alas, is dropped for the

duration.

Poor Hester (joes back to New England. It is a bitter cold
winterand poor Hester, alas, does not have any wurm clothing
except for her football sweater from Alabama, but that, alas,
has a big scarlet "A" on the front of it and she can hardly wear
such a thing in New England where Union sentiment runs so
high.

Poor Hester, alas, freezes to death.

LITTLE WOMEN
by Louisa May "Bubbles" Alrott
The Marches are a very happy family— and for no discernible
reason. They are poor as snakes; they work from cockcrow to
evensong; their dear old father Philip is away with the Union
armies; and they can't do a thing with their hair.
Still,nothingcan dampen the spirits of madcap Meg, jocular
Jo, buoyant Beth, animated Amy, and crazy old Marmee, as
the merry March girls laughingly call their lovable mother.
Well sir, one Christmasthe March girls getan invitation to a
ball.They are dying to go because they never have any fun at
all except maybe a few chuckles during the hog-rendering
season. But Beth reminds her sisters that they can hardly go
traipsing off to a ball and leave poor Marmee all alone at
Christinas time.The sisters swear a lot, but they finally agree
with Beth.
Marmee, however, will not hear of it. "Land's sakes, little
women!" she cries. "You must go to the ball aixl have some
fun. There will be fruit punch and Toll House cookies and '
Early American sandwiches. Best of all, there will be morris
dancing. Oh, how your father and Iused to love that!"
"I never knew father could dance," cries Meg.
"Oh yeah?" cries Marmee. "You should have seen Philip

morris."

"Was Philip a good morriscr?" cries Jo.
"The best!" cries Marrnpe. "Philip could morrisin soft pack
or flip-top box and was full of fine, fresh,' natural mildness!"
The girls are cheered to hear tin-, andgo. to theball. Marmee
stays home alone, but soon gets a wonderful surprise: Philip
comes back from the war!
When the girls return from the ball, they find Marmee and
Philip morrising, and they cry "Huzzah!"and throw their poke
bonnets in the air, where they are to this day.

" * "

And speaking of literature, in our book the best selection of
cigarettes on the market today come* from Philip Morris

—

—

Inc. Marlboro litters; neu Alpines, high filtration and light
menthol and,of course,mild, unfiltered Philip Mori it.
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Cazzetta's Angle;

High School Pals Choose Same Career
By

THERE WAS even a gridiron ail-American
in the list of Cazzetla's high school buddies.
'Doc' Sniadack an all-America center at Columbia after World War II is now head grid
coach at Rye high school in New York.
As the Chieftain mentor continued to name
coach after coach from the 1943-45 graduation
classes of New Britain High, this question
came naturally to mind: Why had all these
men chosen coaching or teaching?
CAZZETTA'S REPLY was sincere and emphatic: the two men who directed sports at
New Britain High in this World War II era
had provided the motivation.
The coaches, Chick Shey and Herb Corcoran had a great influence on Cazzetta and
the others. "We say the help and guidance they
were giving us; and how they were making
men out of boys through athletics," Cazzetta
explained. "We wanted to pass on to other
boys what we had gotten from them."
WE THEN asked the Chieftain coach
whether the coaching profession had realized
for him the aims which made him choose it.
Cazzetta shifted in his chair and replied
candidly: "In my ten years of teaching and
hope I've had a little bit of good incoaching,I
fluence on the boys I've come in contact with,
just as these men (Shey and Corcoran) had
on me."
"LET'S FACE IT," he concluded, "when
you are teaching or coaching, you are a public
servant. If you don't like long hours and hard
work, you'd better get out of the profession."
Surely there is very little
doubt in anybody's mind that
Vince Cazzetta has had a solid
influence on those he has directed, and has had lots of
hard work to prove he loves
coaching.

JERRY HUBBARD

Last Friday as this reporter climbed the
steep wooden stairs to Coach Vince Cazzetta's
penthouse office, he was searching for the proverbial 'angle' with which to do a story on the

headcoach's career.
AFTER A few minutes of conversationwith
casual manner puts
Cazzetta whose welcome,
one at ease, we had our,'angle.' But it was the
coach and not the reporter who found it.
It was typical of Cazzetta, that the angle
slanted away from himself. It pointed towards
a group of men with whom he had grown up
back in New Britain, Conn., and towards the
two coaches who
— had such a poignant influence
on this group then, and in high school.
CAZZETTA BEGAN by explaining that
back in 1944, he was part of a group of some
40 high schoolers who played ball for New
Britain High and chummed around together.
Today, two-thirds of these men are either
high school or college coaches. Almost all the
others are teachers and a few are even principals.
HEADING THE story book list is John
Castellani, former head basketball coach at
Seattle U., who now directs the Minneapolis
Lakers. Castellani, in fact, was responsible for
bringing Cazzetta to S.U. three years ago as
freshman cagecoach.
Another of the New Britain products is Ed
Cody, a former fullback with the Green Bay
Packers and the Chicago Bears.

When— your hair isn't becoming to
you you should be coming to

JOE'S
BARBER SHOP

-

Fast Breaking Chiefs vs.
Utah State in Opener

BAYLOR AND CO. COMING
S. U.s fabulous All American, Elgin Baylor, will return
to Seattle on Dec. 9 when his
Minneapolis Lakers face the
Syracuse Nationals in a regular season National Basketball
By JERRY HUBBARD
Association game at Hec EdS.U.s fast-breaking "Sky Chiefs" will open their
mundson Pavilion. The Lakers
are coachedby John Castellani, season against the Utah State University Aggies on
formerly S.U.s head man.
Dec. 3.
r—
Close to 5,000 reserved and
The
like
S.U.
game,
all
home
CAZZETTA I
N T EN D S to
unreserved tickets, both selling
contests, will be played at work his players for the refor $3.50 are available at Sherman Clay Ticket Window, 1621 Civic Auditorium, located at mainder of the week on polish4th Avenue.
Third North and Mercer. Tip- ing their set offensive plays.
off time is 8 p.m. The Papooses
Then, he will start concenwill
face Olympic J.C. in the trating their efforts on ways to
Sales
Announce Ticket
6:30 p.m. preliminary.
stop the Utah attack.
Athletic Publicity Director,
From recent indications, the
Bill Sears, has announced that
SEATTLE WILL count coach thought S.U.s
defensive
tickets for the S.U.-Hawaii heavily again this year on their
game was also developingwell.
game on Dec. 8 in Everett are fast-break attack. The fastnow on sale at the ticket office break tradition at S.U. has
in the gymnasium.
COACH CECIL Bakei s Aghelped the Chiefs win 20 or
One-hundred student tickets more games in eight of the last gies will come to town leaded
with fire-power, but possessselling for SI each are avail- nine seasons.
ing
only average height.
be
able.Adult tickets may also
Coach Vince Cazzetta was
While compiling a 19-7 recpurchased at $2 each.
'happy with this year's fastbreak attack.' The big factor, ord last year, Utah Stare Jed
he said, was the ability of men the Skyline Conference in field
like Tim Cousins, Don Ogor- goal percentage at .425. The
ek and Dave Mills to grab re- club finished second in die conbounds and then fire the ball ference.
down court to start the break.

3 Expert Barbers
1106 Broadway

HAIR CUT $1.50
VIRGIN DIAMONDS
Precision-Cut for Maximum Brilliance

For ENGAGEMENT RINGS
SPECIALDISCOUNT TO SEATTLE U STUDENTS

FRANK KIEFNER
JEWELERS
Diamonds " Watches
Silverware
Conveniently Located in Our Own New Building
Out of the High Rent District

512 Broadway No.

FROSH GUARD Jim Preston goes high for a tip-ir. while
Russ Tyler (54), Don Ogorek (53) and Tim Cousins (55)
view the shot.
view the shot during the Pep Club preview garr.e last
week.

EAst 4-4410

Serving S.U. More than 10 Years
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The shirt

Joe Sheriff's
Richfield
You needn't be a man of science
to recognize the superior
Its fashion
— credentials
number thebuttondown
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THE MEN EXPECTED to
do much of the Aggies scoring
are 6-3 forward Jerry Sehofield and 5-10 guard Max Perry. Both averaged nearly. 14
points per game last winter,
and Schofield led the Skyline
in rebounding.
The tallest probable starter
on the Utah squad is only 6-4.
Tyler Wilbon and Cornell
Green both loom as scoring
threats.

Featuring

Lay-Away Plan

E

for Christmas Gifts

T

1219 MADISON
WIICOhI'Q
WI ILWVII *J Near Campus & Mary crest
For Your Convenience

—

We Gift-Wrop and Mail Gifts
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Three S.U. Students

Happy Holiday

Go, Go For Go Korts

...
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Pan-Xenia Plans Annual

Fr. Conwell

Visits,Works International Trade Sale
GO-KARTING has caught the

The S.U. chapter of Pan-xenia, International Commerce Club, will hold its second annual International
Christmas Trade Bazaar in the Chieftain Lounge Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
THE BAZAAR will be open to the public from 11:30
a.m. to 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday and on Sunday from 1to
ence in merchandising and
6 p.m.

Fr. James U. Conwell, Alaskan Jesuit, although still confined to a hospital bed in Spokane, is allowed to have some
visitors and do light work.
A TELEPHONE conversation with his younger brother,
Fr. Joseph Conwell, S. J., of
Gonzaga,revealedthat the cancer-stricken priest is not content to lay idle, even though
he now suffers severe pain in
one leg. "He has been doing
some jobs for the registrar
here," Father said."He's really
earning his keep."
An X-ray of Fr. Conwell's leg
has revealed nothing definite.
According to his brother, a
nerve in the leg could be severed, although it would render
the leg numb and useless. This
measure, they feel, would be
"too drastic for now."

fancy of S.U.s Bob Kaczor,

left, and John Morse, right. In the center is Joe Dimond
part of Kaczor's team.
By JERRY LAVEIX
Many people at S.U. are of the opinion that basketball, baseball and tiddley winks are the only sports that
the school takes part in, but there is another type of
sport that a few SU students are participating in and
that is Go Karting.

karts by May.
In May the team will travel
THE TEAM OF Bob Kaczor
to compete in
Joe Dimond, John Morse and to Walla Walla
championships.
The
the
state
S.U.s
conBallou
are
Carolyn
tribution to the racing world. team is considered to be one
the area and is
Three of the four are S.U. stu- of the best inpotential
threat
dents. Kaczor, Morse and Caro- considered a
lyn have been "Go Karting' for to take the state championship.
two months. To the neophytes
a go kart could be described
as a mechanized roller skate
with a chain saw engine.
The typical go kart is 4 feet
"
n LP vtNYL
long and 3 feet wide. The
weight is close to 75 lbs. The
kart is powered by a 2 cycle
engine which is commonly seen
on chain saws and lawn mow-
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will go to
The students in the society marketing. Profitsdevelopment
student
are offering their services in S.U.s
order to gain practical experi- fund.
GIFTS FOR MEN and women, plus a complete line of
Official Notice
children's toys will be on sale.
November 25. 1959
goods such as
Thanksgiving recess begins Unusual foreign
vases, hand painted scrolls and
after the last class Wednesday,
wood carvings will also be ofNov. 25.
Classes resume 8 a.m., Monday, fered.
Nov. 30.
These items have been sent
All school holidays apply to
both Day and Evening Classes, to the club on a consignment
basis and will be offered to
unless otherwise specified.
patrons during this three-day
John E. Gurr, S.J.
Academic Vice President
event.
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ers.

THE AVERAGE speed that
a kart will reach on a straight

per hour. The kart will take a
180 degreecurve going 25 mph.
The world speed record for the
sport is held by an Italian who
hit 141 mph this summer in
Milano, Italy.
The Mickey Mice, as the
team is called, have entered
three races and copped two trophies for a first and second.
The classifications are A stock
*nd A modified, B stock and B
modified and C. The team victories were inB modified and
B stock.
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Royal GardenBlues
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record(a) of the Special VICEROY
Please send mo postpaid
CAMPUS JAZZ FESTIVAL. Enclosed is $1.00 (no stamps.
please) and 2 empty Viceroy packages for each record ordered.
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Featuring Top Favorite Jazz Instrumentalists
,
—winners in a national popularity survey of American
College and University Students! Yours at a special
low price— with the compliments of VICEROY— the
cigarette that gives you the best filtering of allfor
full rich taste. "A Thinking Man's Filter
A Smoking Man's Taste."

Benny Goodman Louis Armstrong
Erroll Garner Shorty Rogers
Jonah Jones
Duke Ellington _^^$&Mkt<fc'J
Ben Webster
Red
Bob Scobey Buck Clayton^Ss_-^*'^*\^ ?
Vie Dickenson
V
**&^p
Rex Stewart
::
Dukes of Dixieland
\
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ON A SPECIALLY PRESSED RCA CUSTOM RECORD

PLAYED BY YOUR FAVORITE
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Just A Mood
Shine On Harvest Moon
St. James Infirmary
Erroll's Bounce
Tin Roof Blues
Ciribiribin
When The Saints Go Marching In

111
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10 GREAT JAZZ NUMBERS

CLASSIFIED

"
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THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...A SMOKING
MAN'S TASTE!

THE BEAUTY of the sport
is that practically anyone can
compete. For $139 a car can
be set on the track ready to
run. Kazor and company has
invested over $1,000 in their
stable. It consists of two karts,
one trailer and equipment.
They hope to expand to six

DANCE to the music of Ronny
Pierce Orchestra. "You name it
we've got it." EM 2-7139 or EM
3-6600.

(

WAN'S KECOKD
M
(A li...mn s Women.
*Kord, too)-

GO KARTING first had its
start in Southern California
two years ago where a man
built a kart for his own enjoyment. The sport has grown
to such a proportion that now
close to 300 companies are constructing karts.

1955 FORD Cony., Fairlane, Black,
White sidewalls,.sBso. AT2-5853

-

m

away during a race is 55 miles

Address
Zone

City
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